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in 'terms of the rhetiorical preferences of it. Therefore it would
appear that knowledge of the 'syntax of the
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S

Recently, during a visit to Australia, I was in9oduced to a brand new

ESL textbook which had, as its opening exercise; something like- the following

rather traditional dialogue:

P Oh,c,Spiros, is that Ti new photo?
S Yea, Philia, it 4s.
P 'Is it a photo of your-sister?
S Yesi, it is a pfiotd of my sister.
P Is she young?
S Yes, she is young.
P Is she short?
P No, the is tall...
P Is she 'fat? /

S, NO4 she is slim.
P Is she pretty?
S Yes, she is very pretty.77-
P May I. see her photo?,..

S Yes, YoU may.'
P.' Thank you.

Note-that-thistext dOn7-.
sists of 15 utterances
and that it contains 65
words; that is, there is
an average of 4.33 words
per utterance. Note too
that there is a very-high
proportidn of redundant

7 information (iiitentioal
inllthe nature Ofaii.ex-
ciiei since it provides
practice;in answering
yes/no questions which 6P

'require subject/verb posi-'
tion shifts).

My concern is not with the quality of the -dialogue as dialogue or as teaching

device; my concern is what is happening in terms of rea19. language. (Note that
, .

the?phole dialoglie could haVe been avoided- -or telescopedby establishing that

-a photiograph existed and then aimply.iskine;to -see it, as-Philla finally does

in her seventh question.) Though this'particular example is stilted, repetitive,

and quite far from the realities of conversation; it does operateen the-basis

of questions and answers. Let me call attention to the fact that; absurd as it is,

the dialogue conveys a modicum of information, but let me also liote'that the same
N.

.

.

information might have been conveyed'in a n4mber of
.

other ways; e.g.:
4

My name is Spiros. rhakre a new photo'. My name is Spiros and I have a new photo
of my sister.. She is ti41, slim, and of my tall, 'slim, very pretty sister
very pretty. I will show this photo .which,I will show to my friend, Philia.

41 'to my friend, Philia. .
.

\D (4 utterances/28 words-average 4 .- ftutterance/25 words)
--.N-

4)

C3

words/44erance)
.

.

The latter, two versional while they contain all of the basic, information, obviously

will'not sftrve as devices. for practicing answers to, "yes /no questions. But they



llustrate the tion that smitten text

responding ,to st ted or implied' or assume

issue of the poss le variety of assertion

I want to contend t at an assertionis co

which tWo are'obligatory:

y

Agent.
Object

SupAct-* Sub-Class
Individuai
Subject

consist of a'series Of assertions

questions. Without,raising.the

n English' o in any'other language,

sed of..three po Bible elements, of

ASS ON

Subj t + Attribute, .difier)

Further, by definition, i.

adds information to a subjec

cFun tion
Attrribute+,;Cha acteristic

LStat

%

Identity

Modifier'-, )Class r,
Object ,

,;.Modifier .

difier has one of two possible functions: either it

an attribute, or a whole assertion, or it re

stricts the,meaning of a subject, an attribute, or a whole assertion. 'A modi-.

fier may either 'be preposed or

their grammatical designation

etc.)..and in their semantic funct

.
.

but what ti primarily at issue he

Agent/function*
objedt/Unctien
subject/characteristic
subject/sta adentity
Odividual state/class

, sUb-class state/class

she was
she was
she will
she is
she is a
principa

The issue,_however,does not

the ways -in which assertions get

written discourse.
1

Isolatedas
:

modicum of propositional value;

syntactic/semantic value, somtwha

value. For example, the assertion

because the lexical items Your, ti

tposed. Clearly, modifiers 'vary both in

ative Clause, pr4oaitional phrase; adjective,

on (causal temporal, instrumental, locative, etc.),

is function, not dorm., To illustrate:

semantic meaning and the arrangeme

alking
hot
be.exhLsted.
-mother

teacher.
s are teach'rs (sometimes)

(to ,e neighbor)

(with a gun).,

(tomorroi)
(my angel)

(Of chemistry)

'clas(modifier).

obj (modifier) `
(modifier)

iden(modifier)
clas(modifier)

. (modifier)

concern Assertions Oer se; rather it concerns \

tuckl.together into discourse, particulirly

ertionuhave syntactic /semantic val6e and a

ontextualized assertion have ,a modicum of
/:-/

more proositional value, and illocutionary

'Your tie is crooked" has some value simply

, is, and crooked All have some denotative

of t ose lexical items has some syntactic

3



(the(the arrangement "tie is your crooked" would not have syntacticmeaning,:

while ,the arrangement 'your crooked tie_ is" would haVe a different syntaotic
...

meaning). In isolation, the utterance is solely dependent on those featurea,
\ ,

. .
\ . .

,

.

but-once the utterance is contextuated, the pronouns may take on definite
.

,reference, and the utterance'ill acquire some propositional

number ot s4positions wilbecome identifiable:

I,exist (whoever I am).
You exist (whoever yon are).
The tie exists.
The tie is your property 'Or at

value because a

least is presumed to be on your person).

It now becomes possible for the person addressed (you) to report to a third
4

person the` tterance I made; e.g.; "Kaplan said., your tie is crooked.'" This

report merely quotes exactly my words; it attributes no additional value or

interpretation. It is possible for the peison addressed (yOu)i. in reporting

the event, to add interpretation; "Kaplan announced in. alldud-voice to
. .

the assembled multitude that my tie was askew." or "According to Kaplan's biased

view, my tif was crooked." or
.

Kaplan deeply offended me Wen he called attention

publically to the fact that my tie was crooked." None of.theseinterpretations

call into question the truth value of the initial assertion '(though it is/Of
/

course possible to do so; e.g., "Kaplan said my tie Was crooked when in tact.it

wasn't. "). What has happened in all of these interpretations is that a opposition

'has been added to the basic set enumerated a ove; namely: It matters that one's
.

-tie is crooked. The development of the con ext so far has presumed a /'regular"

social context; but 'other sorts of social. contexts are of course possible.' If

the speaker (Kaplan) were a Master Sergeant addressing.(you) a private soldier,.

or if the speaker.ward a father addressing a young son,,.both situations in which

roles are hierarchically defined, the value'of the utterance would be quiteeifl.

ferent, and the reporting would in all.ptobability be different; e.g., "Sgt.

Kaplan called attention to my crooked tie and I straightened it at once." or

"Dad told me my tie was crodked but I straightened it(e'fore anybody saw it."

The point is that in_ both of the :latter situations the i#tial utterance -is no'

4
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longer anOblerVation of a true event, with or without interpretsitiOnCrether,

the initial utterance becomes a command to correct the situation. In the "regular"S.

situation, the person addressed (you) is free to. respond "It's none'of your damn

Wiliness." or "Stuff it in yourfear:" or "Gee,, thanks, I'll fix it" but none

on'these responses is appropriaa;in the hierarchical Situation. What has

happened is that'still another supposition -has been. added; namely: There is a'

role relationship,between you and me that will.filter-what I say and hoW you may

respond to.it. Given this accretion. of layers of meaning, performance errors.or'

dialect variations. in the initial utterance (which affect the ayiltactic/semantic

I 'value of the uttlrance)?have lower significanCe: e.g., "Your tie's crooked." or
)

"You tie crooked."

In a discourse, the bunches of individual or linked assertions of. w ich the

)
4

discourse is composed carry semantic/syntactic, propositional, and iliac tionary
14,

. . ,

f''' .valuei, and,the values interact in important ways. IA-the past, language teachers
..?

have provided relatively good instruction with respect to the semantic/syntactic

value of assertions, somewhat less effective instruction with respect to propositions

values, and none at all with respect to illocutionary values.' In part, the re-
-:

luctance of teachers to deal with the illocutionary values stems from the fact

that those values maybe exophoric (as it the illustration of the Master Sergeant

talking t4 a Private, where the role relationship provides the major cue to the

fact that the assertion is not an observation but an indirect' command) or endo-

phoric or to some deFree both. It is difficult in the classroom situation to

deal with the exophoric because the classroom by definition inhibits some common

4
varieties of exophoric contexts. Even in dealing with the endophoric, however,

the treatment has been inadequate because the nature of the controllihg mechanisms

is not well understood. In .a discourse, two principal endophoric cohtroliing

. . A
mechanisms are topic and focus,

4.--
\.

, A
Tropic islrelatively easy to define; it is the dominant nOtionIthat gove&s-

,

a sequence of discourse.. As I have pointed out elsewhere2, topic ili either
,..1.

. \ _ .

`)

(

A
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definite' or generic., and defini te topic may be of four types anaphoric,

associative, occurring in a larger. context, or occurring

reference. To oversimplify perhaps, in a given p+ing of
I

with the relationship iletweendogs and their meters, one

within an immediate,

c

discourSe dealing

would be'startled

to find an assertion about sub-arctic weather, paterns or about U. S. foreign

policy in Southeast Asia. To a large extent, topic is maintained through i

longer semantic chain by the use of simple repetition or synonomy. For ex-,
,

.

.ample, In a discourse-whoee defined topiwas language. universals,' one
, .

c.
/ J

would expect7e lexis chain, which might include such items as formal, km,

'shape, substantive, substance, material, etc.,(see Appendix

While topic may be relatively eser:todefine, focus is very difficult.

Tentative ly, fo9us is -that set pfoperations which permit the reader/listener

to recogni'ze the prominence of certain information. The ozerations may be
.

Ayntactiesg., grammatical subordination, grammatical peralleliam, passivi-

zaeIon, reletivization, apposition,-.nominalizatiom, clefting, etc. These
.

operations are conventionally examined within the context of a sentence, bat

since discourse focus.has to with establishing intersentential coherence,

4
it becomes necessary to look at them as they operate. in discourse.

The-literal meaning of en assertion. IS independent of its structure;
the same assertion can appear as an independent sentence, as part of a
compound sentence,-separt of-a paralIelstrUctUre, or as an additive
modifier. But the role it plays in a Opposition, its relationship-with
other issertions,, can be affected by different structural possibilities.
For example, parallel structure is amensi of showing commonality among
two or more assertions. In contrast this structure ie.independento
structure. A fundamental advantage of4indepe3dent structure is as a

means'of ePphasizing.an individual assertion.

Note, for example, the variousulays din which the underlined item appears in

the following different contexts:

I bought some bananas. What.did'you buyT

My wife and I went to the supermarket yesterday., Whille I bought some
bananas, shetdid the rest of the weekly shopping:.

The kidnapper was_described by witnesses as a tall,, well-dressed man
bananas before he forced he manager's wife into his
bug with the California license plates. $

who bought some
grey Volkswagoh

6
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We had:time to kin, so we scent into one of those little mom-aid-pop
--

corner grocery stores. Sheibeingyractical, bodght a newspaper,'and
I bought Some bananas.' Then we got in.the car and began driving ep
Melbourne.

When I was in Brasil last] .year bought soblebananairehich made me ill.

It was I who boughtsome bananas.whiIe the market was being robbed.
*=k

To. illustrate' the point_in another'way, the followipg4ssertions need novbe
. 'o

presented as A discodrseo though Certain discourse presentations are clearly.

mare efficient and perhaps more effective, ,

1. He advanced slowly. 2.,
3.. His held 'curried from sides .to 4.
5. The trail broadened - side;
1. 'His i)fice. quickened 8.
9.( He made a finbl headlong iush10.

.

'I

w

His ears were pricked 0
He was expectant;.
His quarry came into view..
His ears lay back,. '

He covered the'lait eighth of a
; mile in seconds.

He advanced -- slowly at First, with ears. 'pricked fOrward; lookinZ ex7
pectadtly from at* tsvaide, then'tapidly.as thetrail'bveadened:and .

his quarry came into:view, :finally-in a headlong rush,. with ears laid
back, 'Covering 'the last eighth of a mile - in seconds.

In.the Contextualized example, the pronominal,referante which occurs in the

itemized list vaniehes, and the assertion breaks up into three parts con-

trolled by thkrate.of.advance4-alowly at first...then rapidly... finally in

a headlong rush -..but the relative rate (slowly,. rapidly, in's headlong rush).

is overlayed with.thetemporal chain (at first, then; finally). The basic

assertion is simply He advanced; everything else is modificatton. Focal

modificatioh,e;ucidates rate;, the temporal chainiis backgrounded, and the

physical informatiOn (ears pricked forward, looking,expectantly, ears laid

back) still furthei subordinated while other modifiers are still further

backgrounded. :Thus, there, appear to 'be a number of levels of information:

1.-4441dVance&-
.

blowly...rapidly...in a headlong rush....2, >
.firet ,..tben_. ...finally . . I..'

.

ooking,expectantly ...quarrycame in-viee -._ 1w.covering the:
Teri iopricked forard.,.trail broadened...ears laid back3 ').

from side to side last 1./8 mile. ,

in seconds

lhe hierarchicalarrangement of the' informatienAs,totally absent in the simple
4 .

'Controlled by the syntix in the final one-sentence\
7

--AA-sting:of:the. facts': It is
. .
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versiod.

I. want tocOntend that; since focus is in part a syntactic phenomenoni.the

nonnative apeakei cannot deal. 4ithit precisely to the extent that s/he does '

lnot contik intersent ntial 'syntax. TO put it another wayo one may look at
.

topic_as essentially mantic and-at'focus as.essentlally syntactic; topic

is Ocesent in the deep structure; but,focus canonly be realized in the surface

struCtureas a maniaketion of deep-structure topic. Thns,.focus is more '

.dulturt.!bound because it is realised through.thefinite posstbile alternatives

4 available in the 'syntactic syletem. Thenon-native speaker brings with him/her
/

the alternatives available in the 1.1 and applies those alternatives in -the Li

creating a tension between the apparent relationship of ideas to topic and the

possibly inappropriate realization of focus through.intersentential syntax.

These notions are subjectto empirical verification. The remainder-of
. ,

this paper will describe an attempt ;to provide empirical verification. An in-

strument vas prepared consisting f sixteen. contextualized assertions. *whole

utterance--in a sort of extended lose format--was deleted from a context.of

two or three sentences. Respondents were to select the best alternative frem
/

.

among three to complete the text.o The items' included sentences in which .thew

rr.
subjects Were postponed by using preposed place holders, passives,, hormals7v-o

4

sentences, sentences in which direct/indirect object positionwas.inverted; in

sort, a number of the sorts of,structures Oat-ars said. to msnifest focus.

.
.

diatractors were designed alter,focus.wbile the prefeAd choices maintained

113

....

-the foci t of the original. The instrument was pretested on a group of fifteen
, .

a confirmation%naive native speakers, an con rmation was obtained for the OrefeAd'choices..._

_

....

.-.
-

f,
.

k_ _.

4

and for intentional ambiguities. .

ThfinstruMent.vas then administered to a group of iophiaticated native

speakers'048), and to a group of inreign students (11146)'. The native-speaker

_group consisted of new teaching assistants employed'to teach in the University's`
,, 0

Freshman Writing Program. This group, all graduate students, consisted of 42%
IP

8
eir

41.
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.

-
.

01Ves fnd 58% females (.a.slightly-skewed sample).; the mean average age of the
.

group was 28, and the age spread was from 22 to 48. All members of the group

held .a Bachelors degree, and. twelve members of the group (25%).had hlid one or
.

Mere. years of gradUate Study., While the majority of-the group had taken more (

or less traditional. undergradUate study ill-English (literature); the group
.

-contained eight individuals who had studied Linguiitiqs, five who had studied
4

,Dramatic /Writing, two 'who had stuitied Comparative Literature, and one each who

had.atudierl Classics,.EducatiOn, Journalisw, Philosophy, :Slavic Studies, and

2elevision;Arts.
.

The non-native-speaking grodp consisted of all:students enrolled in the
.

advanced level-in the Univeraity's America enguage,Institute(that is, all
.

,

.

who were present'on the um-announced day on which the instrumentwfs administered
. . .

Roughly half of the group had had at least one prior semester Of 'ESL at the
1 \

Aniversity.while the remainder had previouslystudiedEnglish either in their'
. .

- .

home coufitries or in special English programs elsewhere in the United States
. .

and had been at.the University an average of three months at-the time
*
of the /

experiment. The population consisted of 59% graduate students,- and roughly $0%
.. . /

%-

was male. The mean average age was thirty.and'the age spread,wasfrom eighteen'

to fOrty-sia. ApptoxiMately 40% of the group was studying Engineering of some

type :g. , aerospace, chemical, tivil;,efectrical,.induatrial, mechapiCa ,pet--

roleum, etc.) and the'remainder was widely' scattered'over some forty-tive academic

majors. Approximately 20% of the. group were Farsi speakers; the second laigest
6

group consisted of,Arabic Speakers (e.g., froth AlgeriaBahrain, ,Ruwait, Lebanon;

Saudi Arabia, the Trucial States,"etc,), and" the third largest grOup consisted of
.

.

speak ers of Chinese (e.g:, both-Contonese and-Mandarin, from Bong Roqg, Taiwan,
.

and other areas in Souiheapt Asia)... The remainder was scatterectover some sixty

'languages (e.g., Bhasa Malay, French, Finnish, German, Japanese, Korean, Russian,

Spanish, Tagalog, Urdu); thus, it was not possible to undertake any sort of language

specific correlations:
.



-The instrument is included as AppendiX II. The results showed that in

ten,i4timmi' the native-speaking population clustered on the item originally
. ,

designated as the preferd choices. Six items had been designed to 1Mbiguoue.

In two of thOst iteins, the nati44speaking population chbse.the two prefeid

aiternatiVei equally, but in four. iteTs native speakers chose one item two to.

one over the other.:-The non7native4peaking popufation-distributed.quite

differentl4q.indeed.Che analysis of the data (with 2 degrees of freedom) showed

'.significant differences.betwieen'the two populations in thirteen items. A detailed

summary accompanies the instrument in Appendix II. The data Offw. not only sig7

nificant differences between the populations with respect to preferrd choice,

but significantly different, distribution among the distractora.

_Another experiment is-currently underway to, determine to what extent the
1.

differences demonstrated here may be a function of the recognition of a hier-

archical arrangement:of information from generaliiation to specification. An

nstrument conflating of aidnien long.pieces of prose (eakh Approximate/5r 150

words and eight to ten sentences) with whole sentences'deleted has beef pre-
/

pared. Subjects will be required replace the missing assertions, from among

4 see of four choices in which thedistractors will to varying degrees violite

the order of specificity established in the text. The instrument Will:be ad-_

ministered to some three hundred subjects, roughly one third native speakers.

. Prefesting suggests that the instrument has great Promise..

The. following. claims seem to.be justified: First, in a written discourse

there is a -"head" assertion which contains the topic, and the topic comes from
.

the deep structure of e discourse. This "head" assertion is different from all

other assertions in that its NP must, being the onset of 8: discourse, carry new

'information (whereas it la generally conceded. that the NP of mot sentences carries

old information deriving 'from. prior assertions in the discourse). The .topic ex-

presse4/1n the head assertion:is carried through the remaining assertions through
F .

the operatir of focus. Focus is expressed in syntactic terms in the following

. r . i-n
4%

11,
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assertions;.-that is, focus deterinines. which available alternatives will be

chosen.

Second, the native- speaker and the nOft-native speeket*ffer in their ability

to determine what suppogitioni maybe shared; between speaker/yititer and listener/
.

reader in a given communication situation. Third native speakers and non-native

speakers differ inthe strategies' they bting to.beat on the'develOpMent of.any

given topic throUgh the iptersententialsyniactic choices they are able tb make-

These. choices seem to be directly tied to the realizable syntactic alternatives

available in the native-speaker's 10-;thus, the non - native speaker.not only uses

the intersentential syntactic.alternatives available from the L1 but also uses

those alternativesin the'frtmevork of i4e.rhetoriCal (cultural) preferences of

the Li. Knowledge of the sentential, syntax of the L2 does not seelSto be of much

help. There are thus two problems: Firsi, to the,extent that the set of realizable

"1
intersentential syntactic alternatives is ihired between the two languages the

' I
non - native speaker will be able to maintain foclig, but to the extent that the

two sets .'are mutually exclusive, focus will disappear or f a t lease weaken. Second,

-
since the alternatives fall, in the range.o what everybody knows, and since:the

initial formulation of topic also is predicated upon what everybody knows in the
.. .

sense that-the writer/speaker must know what presuppositions are shared with the

reader /listener, it seer clear that native speakers and non-native speakers will

demonsttate quite differensbilities ini tOpic'.formulation,As well as .in focus

maintenanCe. .

o

.While the :cente' of attention in this paper has b el-on topic, and focus and

some elements involved in the range of available alternatives, there are, as

have pointed out eisewhere5,.other mismatches byween any two given rhetotics.

For examplelanguages differ in the amount of non-Airect imclusioA they will

tolerate .in-various forma of discourse, and they differ in the amount of pro-
.

nominaligation'permitted as well-as in the distance permitted without relexification.

As Ts'ao has suggested , in some languages,where topic is explicitly masked, the



need.for. pronominallsatiOn thay beabri,dgedby the strength of topic domination.

Larkin and Shook contend that English:and:Cantonese differ; at least in the way

relative clauses are pdaitiOned (postposed in English, preposed-itrantOnese)-

-

and thereforein the amouneof information they may bear..

...English is basicaily right"branching and Cantonese is always left
branching.. Avery important implidation ofithe left branching nature
of Chinese relative pauses is that dhinese speakers cannot tolerate'
excessively long relative, clauses, because short-term memory is strained
by having7to hold all the-modifiers before, getting to the thing being

Obviously, this'is an area that requires a great deal more study.. But

essential to any such-future Work is the recognition that thereAs such a

thing as intersenteneial syntai and. that it-deserves study in precisely the Same

degree of depth that sentential syntax has already been'studied. It also demands

recognition that illocutionary in discourqe is at least as significant as
.

,...,..

.

.

syntactichiemantiC and propositional value and thanit derives r* only from aXi,-
-.. ,

.

phoric-cauSes but frOm 'topic and
.

the way-An which topic. is maintained through

'focus. It demands recognition of the fact that, focus. is Managed 6y. raking choices

among available .alternatives in ihe syntax. As arad HammarstrOm has suggested,

"unite and relationships between units ere the basic linguistic-, facts to be des..-

4 .

ctibed."8 And units are not necessarily "sentences."

'NOTES

'Written disconrse.consists of sets of assertions tuck together, -and thOse
assertionsmay, in fact, be answers,to implicit or ex licit questions. In the
simple exaMple from the dialogue with which this paper starts, by way of illus-
tration, the assertions can be elicited by questions other than those deVeloped
inthe dialogue:

What do you have?
Is it_new?

, .What. is it of?

Can yoU describe herT -Yes. She'is talL'slim, and very pretty..
) .

t have
Yes.
/40 sister -. .

a photo.

What will you do With the photo ?Show it to my friend Philia
I have a .(new).photograph (of) my sister (who) is tall, slim, an
very pretty,.(and show it to my friend Philia. ,

But note that a different,set of questioni will elicit a different dialogue:
What, do you want? . .kleihave a photo. . k

LI want.to,show my new photo to PhiliC
rWhat's'new abo t it? *Yes../NB:new can only be introduced. if it occurs

Cit weak taken only yesterday.- in the prior reply.
What does it show? *My sister.

cHow pretty my :sister is.

4.2
,
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, _ ..ir .-
.

,.

Yes: At the answer is redundant:7
What vill'ybu do with. it? Show it to my, friend Philia. Iriut_the an.-

suer is redundant because 'the information
., .vas given in'answer on'the fist question,-!.....

.

.- in this series.7,

.
(I hive) a photo of my sister (which) was taken only yesterday (and,

. whichtishows) how pretty she ia. I want 'to show(it) to Philia..
,

Can you visualise her?

-
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APPENDIg I

Language universal', Chomaky suggests, are of two basic types, subitantive
and formal. Substantive universal' represent -the fundamental 'building blocks'
of :language, the substance out'bf which it is made, while formal universalt are
conCerned, with the km oroshaie-ofja,grammar.. An analogy might make this disj
tinction Clearer. If, hypothetically, Eskimod were born with an-innate know-

, ledge of igloo-building,.they would. have two kinds of knowledge..On tOe
hind they would know in advance that the substance out of which igloos are made
.9 ice and snowiust as thrushes automatically know that their nests are made
of twigs, not bricks or worms or glass. On the other hand, their innate know-
ledge of igloe=buflding would include the information that igloos are round in
shape, not square or diamond-shaped or sausagelike, lust as thrushes
instinctively bUild,round nests; not ones Shaped,like bathtubs:

Italics have been added to this text to pick up the first level lexis chain;
obviously,-there is a second level chain made up of' such words as made, ice,
snot', twigs, bricks, worms, glassround, square, diamond-shaped, sausage -
like, bathtubs where the first seven items-relate to substance and the re-
mainiipg five items to form. Almost 157. of the total word count in this. bit
of discourte is made up of lexical items which are fairly directly related
to_the notions of form and substance which occur in the topic assertion.

It is, of course, possible to construct discourse which has a lexis.chain
giving tile appearance of "free sesociation"

Once upon a time there was a lovey, young princess who lived in a castle
in A far off, mythical kingdom. The castle was designed by her uncle Hernando
who was an architect in a nearby city. He was also & fine family man and Was
once an excellent swimmer.. He competed against Johnny Weismuller many.times
during the late 1920's. This was the time of the great depression during which
many. huge fortUnes were lost. Fortunes that occasionally equalled the amount
of treasure brought back from the orient many centuries ago by Marco Polo. Or
perhaps.the total salaries, operating expenses, and advertising budgets of the
Kansa' City Chiefs, Radio City Music Hall and Darlene's Dancing Dalmations.'
Next door toHernando's office Was a tattoo parlor. Many df our country's
brave-young lighting men went there for tattoos of their mothers, Barney Google
and EieanOr Roosevelt. It vas 'these same young men who displayed such courage

Bataan and Iwo Jima. The courage that made this country safe for you, mea.
q. our children, zoo animals and restoring old Hudsons as a hobby. /Broomhilda/

One fully expects, based on the traditional opener (once upon a time) and, the
focus on lovely,,young princess in the first sentence, that the princess is the
topic. But ti4c6second sentence picks up castle as its focus from the position
of object of a preposition in a modifying phrase i(n a relative clause7-a position
pretty far out of focus normally. The third sentence picks up Uncle Hernando
also out of the position object of a preposition. There is,,without doubt, a
lexis chain in this discourse, but it is a "lunatic" chain because the focal
items are picked up out of normally out-of7focus positions.
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APPENDIXII- 4

1. To tap a4priVate telephone -.line -is not. technically a Very.
difficult*ocess.- /--/ There are several steps in the
process
e. Private telephone lines May be contrasted-with, party

linps. '
.

-b. It-is, howeveiZsessential-to have the right e pment.. NS=67.; NNS=497.*
c. -Tapping is a process whereby it is pngisible to listen

_in on'soreone lle's conversation. ,t. 0 947.; NNS=437
... .,

2-
. As far as mathematics is.c4cerned;.he waive complete fail- J110.756:, d:f.=2

ure. /7/ His lack of abitlity ;was constant source of 1 level
frustration to hisrin his sciencik,Lms)or.
a. He was very bed in-athletics. 4.,,,, ' NS=0%; NNS=5%
b. He wa's, however, very. good in athetics.° NS=0%; INNS=147.
c. .In iact, he had trouble with simplerithmetfd: NS=1007;NNS=81t

qtli =37.559;

.001 level'

NS=07, NNS771

4

d. f.

3. Looked at politically, it was not an easy problem.
VI addition, popular oprnion'outside the party ecruelere,
'Created an additional dimension:

Chi2=15.701; f.=2
.001, leVel

A. The economic issues were very "complicated. 1. NS=13%;
b. Party loyalties were a constant 1,00eAe. -NS=8774
c. Of course, whai is easy for one person bay be hard NS=0%;

for another.

NNS7%
NNS=5T7.'

NNS=16%

Ryukyu Islands are closer to the Japeneie mainland than .05 le:/el
Chi =6.359; d:f.=2

2
l4. Geographically, ethnically, and linguisticary, the - -

to their neighboring islands. t--/ But if might be *-

better to suggest that the distance from the souihern-
most tip of Kyushu to the main body of the Ryukyus is
less. than 800 miles, while the nearest point in the

.

.Philippines is more ttsrl 1,000 miles away . : %

a. 'With respect to geography, the dispince to Tokyo from 4AS1647.; NNi=467.
Okinawa is less than 1,000 miles. N . Ab. Japan has a long history of activity in Southeast Asia. NS=0%; . NNS=1%

c. The neighboring islands include Taiwan and the NS=33%; NNS527.
Philippines.

.

68: Several native speakers admitted that they had difficulty with this item
because they were unfamiliar with the basic geography of the region:/

5. Chi2=1.814; d.f4=2 IP

.

It was Mary's birthday.
some perfume.
a. I gave he a rose.
b. A rose was given to her by me.
c. She received a rose from me.

/--/ And her aister, gave her

6. The boy who was here drank the milk. / --

a. He arrived at 6:00 p.m.
b. He was very thirsty.
c. It was sour.

7. The boy who drank the milk was here.
a. He arrived at 6:00 p.m.
b. He was very thirsty.
c. 'It was sour.

NO significance.
NS=100%;NNS=97%
NS=0%; NNS=.05%
NS=070;. NNS=2.057.

eChi=23.419; d.f.=2
NS=2%; NNS=6%
NS=50%; NNS=797. .001 level
NS=487.; NNS=14%

Cht2=8,771; d.f.=2
NS=987.; NNS=80%
NS=27.; NNS=167. .02 level
NS=07.; NNS=3%
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The.milk wes.drUnk by the boy who was here.
a. He-arrBreeat 6:00 p.m.
b.- He was very thirsty.
c. It was sour.

. The
a.
b.

10.. Th
a.

b.

1 c.

11.. The
a.

'b.

C.

12. The
. a.

b
c.

was here, and he drank the milk.
arrived at 6:00 p.m. .

He was very. thirsty.
It was sour.

boy was here; consequently, he drank the milk.
He arrived at 6:004p.m.
He was very thirsty:
It was sour.

boy drank the milk; thus, he
He arrived at 6:00 p.m.
He vas very thirsty.
It was sour.

must

Chi2=3.619; d.f. -2
NS=47.; NNS=87
NS=10%; NNS-207 level
NS -86%; NNS717.

Chit- 5.640; d.f.1.2
NS -6%; NNS=197
NS=817.; NNS=647. .1 level
NS 3%; NNS167.

2i 4.366; d.f. -2
S11%; NNS147.

NS=.447; NNS=567. .2 level
NSIB457.; NNS=267.

:
.

have hien here. /--Y Chi
2
6.701; d.f..=2 ,

'., NS0927.; NNSER747

NS67; NNS=187. .1 4vel
NS -27.; NNSP.

boy was here,'.He drankthe milk.. /--/
He arrived at 6 :00 p.m..
He was very thirsty.
It_wres sour.

13. The boy drank the milk. He was here.
a. ile arrived it 6:00 p.m.
b. He was very thirsty.

It vassour.
,

14. Because the, boywas here(, he drank tie milk.
a.' He arrived it 6;00
b. He was very thirsty,,
c. It ma sour.

. Since
a. He

.b. He
It

16. Being here, die boy drank the. milk.- /--/
a. He arrived at 6:00 p.m.
b. He was very thirsty.
c. It was sour.

the boy drank the milk, He was heie.
arrived a; 6:00 p.m. -

vas very thirsty..
2

was konr.

Chit= 6.135; d.f. -2
NSP27.; NNS=67
NS=,317.; NNS477 .2 Level
NS,677.4..NNS'a466

Chi
2
a4.164; d.f.2

NS92%; NNS -79%
NS.w87; NNS=177. .2 level

ti NSw37.; NNS37
.

.Chi2=.925;.d.f.as2
NS=87; NNS137.
NS.43%; NNS=567. NO
gS29%; NNS307.

Chi
2
=.94; d.f. -2

NS837.; NNS777.
NS=137*; NNS18% NO SINGIF.
NS=47.1. NNS=57.

Chi
2
2.816; d.f.2

NS47.;: NNS-187.
NS63%; NNS..5774 .3 levet
NS297.;- NNS=257.

.

SIGNIFI

NOTES

Native Speaker; NNS=. Non-Native Speaker. / - -/ -the point at which
the insertion should be made.

A number of native speakers complained that the items 6-16 were boring;
it is likely that some native speakers stopped trying after item 12.

Additional analysis yielded the
1 2 '3 4. 5 6 7

df -2 .001 .Q1 .001 .05 NONE .001 .02
dfm.8 .001 .01 .001 .01 .5 .001 .02
CHANGE # #

following results:
8 9 10 11 12 13
.2 .1. .2 .1, .2 .2

.7 .1 Al .05--.05 .1

# # # #

14 15 16

NONE NONE .3
.5 .2 .5

# # *


